
 

BIRDS AND THE ECONOMY 

 

It’s mid-2020, the world is in turmoil, and the work of BirdLife South Africa has never been 

more important. 

In the lead-up to the COVID-19 pandemic South Africa had an official unemployment rate of 

around 30%, a Gross Domestic Product (GDP) that was shrinking, a currency that was rapidly 

losing value, and unanimously negative findings by the community of global credit ratings 

agencies. In short, our economy was already in recession. BirdLife South Africa remained 

active in all its endeavours despite these trying times, operating as a small but determined 

participant in the country’s economic affairs, mainly through its work related to tourism. 

Pre-pandemic perspectives on tourism in South Africa term it ‘the New Gold’, accounting for 

R139 billion or 2.8% of the country’s real GDP and 4.2% of total employment in 2018, with 

indirect contributions far greater and all these parameters steadily increasing. As one of the 

top 20 most biodiverse countries in the world, supporting nearly 8% of the planet’s described 

bird species, South Africa is a very desirable destination for ‘avitourists’ - people with a passion 

for nature and birds. The economic value of bird-related tourism in South Africa was pegged 

at around R1.5 billion in 2010. Given that avitourism around the world and locally has since 

grown exponentially, the value of the industry in South Africa today must be well over R2 

billion annually. For over 10 years BirdLife South Africa has been training people from 

disadvantaged communities as professional bird guides, enabling successful trainees to tap 

into this potentially rich source of income.  

Coupled with this initiative, the organisation has developed a network of birding routes across 

the country (one in each of the nine provinces), geared around the best places to see the rare 

and endemic birds that are most in demand by visiting birders. Not only do these routes 

provide a useful framework within which local community guides can successfully operate 

their own micro-businesses, they stimulate the economy in each of the targeted areas in other 

ways too. For example, by identifying and promoting birder-friendly accommodation, and by 

establishing links with other tourist attractions or service outlets. BirdLife South Africa also 

helps to extend the international reach of these routes by promoting them online and at any 

trade shows and bird fairs which the organisation attends around the world. 

Given that avitourism is a specialised niche within the ecotourism sector, BirdLife South Africa 

is uniquely placed to stimulate this market and derive benefit for its trainees, for the 

organisation itself, and for South Africa’s birds. Apart from attracting additional visitors to our 

shores, the nature of birding dictates that avitourists travel further, to more distant locations, 

and possibly stay longer in the country than regular tourists, spreading the money they spend 



here accordingly. A good thing since international avitourists tend to spend more than any 

other niche tourism group. 

BirdLife South Africa’s contribution to the national economy is focused mainly on job creation 

and revenue generation within the tourism sector. The coronavirus has deepened South 

Africa’s already dark financial hole. Hundreds of businesses are closing down, and millions of 

people are losing their jobs, so any initiative creating employment will be at a premium. 

Unfortunately, however, tourism has been brought to a grinding halt by restrictions on both 

domestic and international travel that are expected to be in place for at least several months. 

“While government has allocated relief funds to certain small businesses, none has filtered 

through to our freelance guides.”, says Andrew de Blocq, Manager of BirdLife South Africa’s 

Avitourism Project. “Our response has been to create the Community Bird Guide Relief Fund, 

which has now generated sufficient finances to support the guides through to the end of the 

year -  testament to the high regard in which our guides are held by the birding public. We will 

also be assisting them and our various affiliated birder-friendly establishments to better 

market their services, leveraging our networks to support the local economy as soon as it is 

legal and safe to do so.”. 

BirdLife South Africa may only play a minor role in the South African economy, but it takes 

that role very seriously. The organisation is sincerely committed to building capacity, 

generating meaningful employment, and stimulating commercial opportunities in 

disadvantaged communities. “Along with our efforts to empower individuals, we also try to 

stimulate environmental awareness and cultivate sustainable living practices in some of our 

country’s poorest communities.”, asserts CEO Mark D. Anderson. “By bringing the concepts of 

conservation to these people, and helping them to apply these principles profitably, we 

believe we are guiding them towards a brighter, greener future.”.   


